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Abstract
Research on Social Identity of Dee and Daily Life Routine of Tom\s Lady Lover. This research
has two objectives: 1) Study on identity of Dee basing on special character of women who have lovers of
same gender. 2) Study how Dee adapts to the society in general.
This research is base on Symbolic Interactionism Theory which is used as guidelines in the
analysis. Emphasis is stressed on issue of Identity as it involves and identified personal characters. The
case study is based on data among 13 ladies who have lovers of same gender.
The research is divided into two parts:1. Dee\s social identity
There are 3 meanings of Dee from this research of ladies who have of same gender as in the
following:
1) Dee as in the case of a lady who has Tom as lover. This case is prevalent in
entertainment group of people.
2) Ideology group who acknowledges the existence of the word Dee but refuses to use it to
call themselves.
3) For ladies who have lovers of same gender the word Dee does not exist in their
language.
2. Daily life routine of Tom\s lady lover
As a result of having Tom as a lover Dee needs to live the life in two different worlds. The
first world is for Dee to live with lover of same gender, which is in the world of subculture whereas the
second world is for Dee\s normal social standard in which Dee has lover of opposite sex. This explains
why Dee must try their best to blend their two worlds and live in great harmony. This stems two strategies
Dee use in leading their daily life routine passing and coming out.

